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amazon
1. Introduction
Are you wasting your time managing your products both on Magento AND on Amazon ?
Then you need our “Amazon” product, which allows you to do everything straight from Magento.
This add-on targets people who already have a fully operational Magento shop, and want to use Amazon services
and have a synchronisation between the two.

Available Marketplaces
• EU seller accounts (.fr, .es, .de, .co.uk, .it)
• US seller accounts (.com, .ca, .com.mx)
• AU seller accouts (.com.au)

Features
Warning
Bundle, Grouped, Virtual and Downloadable products are note managed by this extension.

• Add products (matching & creation) for simple and configurable products
• Stock and price updates
• Order importation & Tracking update
• Multi accounts and Multi countries
• Full Magento integration
• Scheduled tasks
• Compatible with Smart Price extension for automatic re-pricing
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2. Installation

Requirements
• You must have an Amazon seller account.
• You must have a MWS account to allow the synchronization between Amazon and the extension. ( more
information in section 3. Configuration )

2. Installation
1. Installation Process
A. Before files upload
Before starting to upload extension files to your server, do the following :
1. ENABLE AND REFRESH MAGENTO CACHES

Note
It will prevent Magento from trying to install the extension until all extension files being uploaded.

2. DISABLE ANY OTHER CACHE (APC cache, Redis cache, memcache) …

Note
Open the file app/etc/local.xml and check inside in order to switch off any other running cache.
If you don’t known how to check it, please ask it to your developper.
3. If enabled, please DISABLE MAGENTO COMPILATION in System -> Tools -> Compilation

Note
It is strongly recommended to install any new extension on a staging (pre-production) server first, to prevent any
potential error on the live server then.

B. Files Upload
Amazon extension is provided in a ZIP folder with this structure : /app
First, upload the extension file structure to your server on the same file structure provided by Magento :

Make sure that all the files have been correctly transferred, you shouldn’t have any “Failed transfers”.

Note
No code files will be erase by this extension.
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2. Installation

All the extension’s code files will be available into app/code/community/MDN .
Once all files are uploaded, please follow these 2 steps to make sure it’s correctly installed :
1. Refresh Magento caches (System > Cache Management).

Note
If you get an error message at this stage, that means Amazon module is not correctly installed.
Try to upload all extension files again.

2. Logout and login yourself from Magento’s back office.
Amazon extension is now correctly installed.

2. Upgrade Process
In order to upgrade the Amazon extension to the last version in date :
1. Check if any customization have been done on the extension.
To do that, we recommend an helpful extension we propose, which is Extension Conflict
2. Check all possible conflicts that you previously resolved regarding Supplier returns extension, and restore them.
3. Follow the installation process (Step 1).
4. Check if there’s some new conflicts with Extension Conflict, and resolve them.
Amazon extension is now successfully upgraded.

3. Uninstall Process
A. Disable Amazon & MarketPlace modules
• Edit app/etc/modules/MDN_Amazon.xml & app/etc/modules/MDN_MarketPlace.xml
• In both files, replace true by false
• Once both files are edited, login your Magento back office and go in System > Cache Management
• Refresh all Magento caches
Amazon & MarketPlace modules are now sucessfully disabled.

B. Remove files from the server
• app/code/community/MDN/Amazon + all included files
• app/code/community/MDN/MarketPlace + all included files
• app/code/local/MDN/Amazon + all included files
• app/code/local/MDN/MarketPlace + all included files
• /MarketPlaceFeeds + all included files
• app/design/adminhtml/default/default/template/Amazon + all included files
• app/design/adminhtml/default/default/template/MarketPlace + all included files
• app/locale/en_US/MDN_MarketPlace.csv
• app/locale/en_US/MDN_MarketPlace_Amazon.csv
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3. Configuration

• app/locale/fr_FR/MDN_MarketPlace.csv
• app/locale/fr_FR/MDN_MarketPlace_Amazon.csv
• js/mdn/amazon + all included files
• js/mdn/MarketPlace.js
• lib/MDN/Marketplace + all included files
• skin/adminhtml/base/default/images/Marketplace + all included files
• skin/adminhtml/base/default/MarketPlace.css
• app/etc/modules/MDN_Amazon.xml
• app/etc/modules/MDN_MarketPlace.xml
Amazon & MarketPlace files are now sucessfully deleted from your server.

C. Clean database
• Drop table market_place_categories
• Drop table market_place_data
• Drop table market_place_logs
• Drop table market_place_required_fields
• Drop table market_place_token
• Drop table market_place_internationalization
• Drop table market_place_status
• Drop table market_place_feed
• Drop table market_place_accounts
• Drop table market_place_configuration
• Drop table market_place_accounts_countries
• Drop table market_place_brands
• Drop table amazon_optionnals_fields
• Drop table amazon_variation_types
• Delete column marketplace_order_id in sales_flat_order table
• Delete column marketplace_item_id in sales_flat_order_item table
• Delete column from_site in sales_flat_order table
Amazon & MarketPlace modules are now sucessfully uninstalled from the database.

3. Configuration
Before saving the Amazon configuration pages, you must create a MWS account.
M W S mean Marketplace Web Service
In order to create an Amazon account, go to the relevant path according to your country :
Country
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Link

USA

https://developer.amazonservices.com

FR

https://developer.amazonservices.fr

DE

https://developer.amazonservices.de

ES

https://developer.amazonservices.es

3. Configuration

IT

https://developer.amazonservices.it

EN

https://developer.amazonservices.co.uk

If you have for instance a French seller account, then go to : https://developer.amazonservices.fr/

Click on the inscription button, next you will be asked to put your amazon seller central credentials.

In this screen, select the first radio button and click on next.
You can see your MWS credentials in the displayed page, save this information in a text file as you will need it later
on during the configuration.
Now let’s move on to the point “3. Account configuration”
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/amazon/3_configuration.html#account-configuration

1. Accounts activation & configuration
On the Magento admin section
Seealso
Go to : Sales > Market Place > Configuration > Manage accounts
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3. Configuration

Here you can see a folder named “amazon” which represent the amazon dedicated market place and sub folder “my
account” represent the created seller account associated to the market place. Finally the link “Amazon.com” showing
the amazon seller’s space per country.
Example
Amazon … … … … … .( the amazon magento extension )
| my account … … … .( the seller account name )
| Amazon.com … …( the account per country )
| Amazon.fr
| Amazon.de

1. Global configuration
When selecting the menu Sales > Market place > Configuration > Manage accounts
you will be redirected on the main configuration page for Amazon extension.
See image location details

No folder or link has been selected
Here the different available section:

Installed Versions

List marketplace extension installed with version and locality.

Products

Field
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Value

Barcode attribute

Select the magento attribute which will contain the
barcode

Manufacturer attribute

Do the same for manufacturer

Brand attribute

The same for brand

3. Configuration

Customer tax class ID

Select customer tax class ID to use for tax calculation

Note
Barcode : if you do not get any attribute for barcodes, you must create one with Scope = global, Unique value =
yes and Type = text

Note
Both attributes “Manufacturer” and “Brand” can be the same even though your Magento has got two different
attributes (one for the brand and one for the manufacturer).

Categories

Field

Value

Category depth for association

Put a value to set the number of crawled category level
after the root

Root category

Choose the root category for the products to add to the
market place

Note
category level must be the same as your category architecture level after the root.
Example

Here under “root catalog” you can see “Furniture” and “Electronics” at the same level. (The first level).
Then there is 2 sub categories for “Furniture” and 2 others for “Electronics”. (The Second level).
Finally there is a last level under “Cameras”. (The third level).
So the final value for option “category depth for association” will be 3.

Orders

Field
Generate invoices
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Value
If set to yes, this will create invoice once the Amazon
order will be imported

3. Configuration

Order state

Choose the order state for imported orders

Default payment method

Select the default payment method to apply on the
imported order

Note
Order state : most of time order state is “pending” , “processing” or “on hold”

Note
Default payment method : the extension add a new payment method named “MarketPlacePaymentMethod” you
can save it or use another custom payment method.

Debug

Field

Value

Email bug report

Put the email address to receive the debug information

Display tool tab

If set to yes you will be able to run some action to
emulate the cron process

Display stack trace error in toll tab

If set to yes, you will be able to see the full message in
“log” tab

Note
• display tool tab : the available link and action for this tab are under section 4 “Tools tab”

Logs

Field
Max

Value
Put a numeric value from 1 to 999

Warning
All the configuration page are used for every websites and stores. Which mean if you want to separate product
description, price or stock you must edit the product page on Amazon.com after product submission.

2. Amazon main configuration
The main configuration is under the first folder :
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3. Configuration
Here the account with credential MWS seller account are already created.
If it’s the first time you install the extension, you will just get the first folder “Amazon (0)” with nothing under it.

Orders

Order Range: Defined in days since when orders must to be imported from Amazon

Products
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3. Configuration

Field
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Value

Product condition attribute

To defined if you use a specific attribute for product
condition

Product condition default value

Default value send

Product condition note attribute

To defined if you use a specific attribute for product
condition note

Product condition note default value

Default value send

Stock attribute

To defined if you use a specific attribute to send your
product stock quantity to amazon instead of magento
stock quantity

Description attribute

To defined if you use a specific attribute for product
description

3. Configuration

Image source

To defined to choose the image will send for your
product (image of configurable product or simple
product)

Bullet points attribute

To defined if you use a specific attribute for Bullet
points

Category & Browse nodes

Options

Description

Categories

Choose the Amazon categories for your products

Browse node attribute

Select the attribute to fill the browse node id when submitting a product

Browse nodes

Choose the Amazon Browse nodes used by default for categories

Note
The categories option is mandatory. It will allow our extension to match Amazon categories with your Magento
categories. Example : you want to sell shoes and clothing, so select with crtl + click the categories “shoes” +
“clothing”
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3. Configuration

Misc

Option

Description

Max to export

Limit of products sent in each Stock & Price update feed. This should be equals to around a
tenth of the total number of already added products.

Log last
request ?

Enable or disable the log of all Amazon queries (logs are displayed in the “Logs” tab of the
extension)

Sleep time
after feeds

To use only if you experience “throttled request” errrors

Import order
type

Choose the way orders will be imported (Available modes : Report or Xml). We advise to keep
it on “Report”.

Warning
All the configuration page are used for every websites and stores. Which mean if you want to separate product
description, price or stock you must edit the product page on Amazon.com after product submission.

3. Account configuration
Now you can create a new account, click on the button “Add new”

Click on the Amazon link, and filled all informations.

Main
Field

Descriptions

Account name

Put the seller amazon account name

Active

Set the account activation yes/no

Is adult product

Set the product type adult yes/no

Barcode type

Choose a barcode type (EAN, UPC, ASINS)

Barcode type is the standard which you will use when sending the barcode from Magento to Amazon :
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3. Configuration

• EAN = barcode with standard EAN13
• UPC = barcode with UPC standard
• ASIN = Amazon Standard Identification Numbers (ASINs) are unique blocks of 10 letters and/or numbers that
identify items.
Find more help on official amazon about the barcode here : http://www.amazon.com/gp/seller/asin-upc-isbn-info.html
Or
read
section
FAQ
about
how
to
choose
barcode
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/amazon/8_faq.html#how-to-choose-barcode-and-barcode-type

type:

MWS
Create the MWS account if not already done: http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/amazon/3_configuration.html

Field

Value

merchant id

put your merchant id from MWS account

access key

do the same for access key

secret key

the same for secret key

Our extension allows to use multiples Amazon accounts, each account allow to sell products on different countries.
There are 3 sellers accounts types :
• US ( United State, Canada)
• European (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom)
• Japan (China, Japan)

4. Country configuration
After having saved the MWS Amazon Seller Credential, you should get a new folder named “my account” and a new
link for the market place country. ( ex: “amazon.com” )

This is the only configuration which can be different because of multiple countries. (the currency may be different).

Main

Field

Description

Active

yes/no : enable or not the account for this country

Barcode required

Select no only if you have a UPC/EAN exemption from Amazon

Reset update

Reset all updates for synchronized products

Note
Active : if set to “No” you won’t be able to push your products from Magento to Amazon
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3. Configuration

Sheduled tasks

Field

Value

Enable product update

Enable the auto process for products update

Enable order
importation

Enable auto order importation from Amazon to Magento

Enable trackings
export

Enable the auto sending for order tracking from Magento to Amazon

Enable product
creation

Enable the auto product submission if the products are located at “product pending
response” tab

Price

Field

Value

Price attribute

If you want to use an other price attribute than the Magento native, select it. Or
leave empty

Is price attribute including
tax?

Yes/No define the actual price (does it contain tax?)

Price coef

Put the price coefficient as fixed value or leave empty to disable

Currency

Choose the currency to use

Margin min

Set a minimum value for the product margin, leave empty to disable

Here an example of price with coef :
Price including tax = 100 €
Coefficient = 1.1
Final Price = 110 €
calculation is : Price * Coefficient
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3. Configuration

Note
Margin min : use this field to set the exported product stock to zero if the margin is lower than the given.

Taxes

Field

Value

Country

Country to use for tax calculation

Region

Region to use for tax calculation

Zip code

zip code to use for tax calculation

Theses values are used during order importation in order to retrieve product tax as defined in Magento.
It allow to import orders with different tax values for each products.

Misc

Field

Value

store id

select the associated store id

customer group id

choose customer group id to apply for new customer after order importation

weight unit

select the weight unit (kilograms or pounds)

Note
store id : this will allow you to manage product name by store per country account, select the store id to associate
to the amazon account country

Note
weight unit : only 2 units are managed, if you have configured your magento to show grams you must edit the
amazon product page to change the unit too

Product title
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3. Configuration

Field

Value

Product title
type

Standard/Custom : choose the “standard” type to apply default magento product title or “custom”
to apply your own title in the next field

Product
custom title

Depends of previous option “custom”. Put your own product title here

Product title
style

Choose the title type : lower case or upper case

With “Product Custom Title” option, you have the possibility to use your magento attribute values to build your
Amazon product name, for example:
{{sku}} - {{name}}
During product creation on Amazon, the extension will replace {{attribute_code}} with the value of this attribute for the
selected product.

Shipping

Field

Value

Default shipment
method

Select the default shipping method to apply on amazon order

Default shipment
delay

Set the default shipment delay in day to send as information for estimated date

Delta tracking

Put the number of hours before sending “sipped” status to Amazon order

Default tracking

Save the label to show as shipping information when the tracking id are missing into
magento order

Auto submit
This feature allows to submit products for matching automatically on Amazon.
You can define some filters in order to define which kind of products will be automatically submitted.
More information can be found here : 4. Scheduled Tasks
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3. Configuration

Note
it uses the “Matching EAN” process, not “Add to Marketplace”

2. Categories association
This step is mandatory if you would like to use the extension to create product on Amazon.
This part allow to associate Magento categories to Amazon categories, and browse nodes if available.
The association screen is available under menu Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Categories.

Note
The number of level depends of configured value “Category depth for association”.
This page lists all Magento categories.
In Amazon column, you can see which category is associated or not ( green or red link).
Click on edit button for update an association.

Select the Amazon category near “Association”. The drop down list depends of option “Categories” from
configuration.
If a category is missing this mean you have forget one of it. Go back in configuration and select it.
You also have the possibility to select dedicated browse nodes.

Warning
All browse nodes are not available for all countries

Click on “Save” to confirm the association.
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3. Configuration

3. Required fields
If you wish to use the product creation function (Add to marketplace massaction), you’ll need to set required fields for
some Amazon products categories.
To
check
these
categories
list,
please
go
in
Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Manage Attribute association, then select Amazon from
the Marketplace drop-down menu, and go to the Required fields tab :

To configure required fields for a category, click on the Edit link from the category row.

For example, we can see if we click on Edit from Clothing category row, that it requires 3 fields :
• Clothing type
• Department
• Style key words.
There are 3 ways to configure them :
1) Select an attribute in the attribute column, this means that you have an attribute in Magento which can be
used for the required field, value must be set for each product. Some required fields have restricted values, like
clothing type, in this case, a link is available in the “Restricted values” column, click on “View” in order to
display them.

So the attribute value must be in listed values.
2) You can use a default value which will be used for all products.
3) You can use the ‘Create attribute’ button.

Click on the button, a drop down list will appear with all existing attribute sets. Select one in which attributes will
be created.
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4. Scheduled tasks

Note
A popup will appear so you can accept or cancel the action.
If you click on “Yes”, attributes will be created and associated with required fields but you must set values for
each products.

Now when you go on product sheet, you will see a new tab on the left called “Amazon Required Fields”.
In this tab are displayed required fields attributes.

4. Variation fields
Amazon for Magento extension allow to add configurable products for some categories, for example:
• Clothing Accessories
• Product Clothing
• Shoes
In order to set the relationship between products, Amazon needs to know which kind of variations are used.
You can set this in Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Attributes, in “Variation fields” tab. Here are listed all
Magento dropdown attributes used to define variations.
Associate it with dedicated Amazon fields and save the configuration.

4. Scheduled tasks
Amazon extension is provided with 4 scheduled tasks which can be enabled from the configuration, in order to
synchronize your Magento and your Amazon seller account automatically.

Note
All these tasks can be enabled/disbaled from the module configuration.

1. Product Creation
This task is executed once per hour.
The extension will retrieve an Amazon listing report ( a list with all products already created on your Amazon seller
account ), and will try to match all skus included in this report with your Magento skus.

2. Product Update
This task is executed every 20 minutes for each Marketplace sales channel.
Its goal is too keep synchronized prices & stock levels between Magento and Amazon.
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4. Scheduled tasks
Each time a product is updated in your Magento, it will be moved from the Product Added Up To Date to the
Product Added Waiting For Update tab in the Sales > Marketplace > Amazon screen.

Note
To know when a product has been updated, our extension look at the column updated_at of the table
catalog_product_entity.
That means if you are updating your prices or stock levels directly via SQL import, changes will not be
detected by the extension if the updated_at field is not updated too.
All products in this tab will be automatically included by the “Product Update” feeds sent every 20 minutes
to Amazon.

Note
“Product Update” feeds are price and stock ones.
Both feeds are listed in the Feeds tab as “_UPDATE_STOCK_PRICE_”
Shipping prices have to be set from your Amazon seller account, we don’t manage them through this extension.

3. Order Importation
This task is executed every 20 minutes
The “Order Range” option in configuration allows to select in how many days the module have to check, for new
orders to import, on your seller account. Sometimes some orders stay in “Pending” status during few days due to
payment validation. As, only “Waiting for shipment orders” will be imported, it’s recommended to set at least 5
days for the “Order Range” option.
• 1 feed is created in the Feeds tab as _IMPORT_ORDERS_

Note
Only waiting for shipment orders are imported.

4. Send Tracking
This task is executed every 20 minutes.
The extension will search for ‘complete’ order, with tracking number filled on your Magento and still “Waiting For
Shipment” on Amazon. If some orders are ‘complete’ without tracking number, they will be updated as “Shipped” on
Amazon, only if the delay from “Delta tracking” option has been exceeded.

Note
If you are using custom order status instead of ‘complete’ when orders are invoiced and shipped, the module
won’t be able to detect them.
In this case, ask our support team to adapt this behavior.

5. Auto Submit
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5. Initialization

Warning
The process used being matching EAN, it can lead to a messed “Product in Error” tab.
We advise to don’t use this function anymore.
This task is executed every 4 hours.
The extension will automatically try to match products corresponding to settings from Auto-Submit configuration.

5. Initialization
If you are here, it probably means that your module is installed, enabled and that configuration has already been
done.

Note
If it’s not the case, all those steps are fully explained in previous section: 3. Configuration

Where to start ?
You start using the module and you already have some of your magento products listed on your Amazon
Seller Account ?
The simplest way to synchronize them in Amazon module is to use the “Run” link for “Product Creation” process
provided in “Tools” tab from Sales - Marketplace - Amazon screen.

Note
The product creation process is described in 4. Scheduled tasks

1. Click a first time on the “Run” link, then you will notice that a “Matching product” feeds has been created in the
“Feeds” tab in order to retrieve the Amazon listing report.
2. Wait for approximately 15 minutes and click again on the same “Run” link to perform the synchronization.
3. Matched products will be moved in “Products waiting for update” tab
Another method is to generate an inventory listing file from your Amazon Seller Account and upload it into Sales Marketplace - Amazon - Manual Import - Import Amazon products form.

Warning
Product’s skus have to be the same on your Magento and your Amazon Seller Account, to synchronize products
with the extension.
You start using the module and there no products created yet on your Amazon seller account ?
In this case, check the Matching Ean and the Product creation processes to know more about the available methods
for adding new products in your Seller Central account.

6. Orders management
The extension allow to import orders from Amazon to Magento and to update tracking information from Magento to
Amazon.
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5. Initialization
All the process can be done automatically.

Note
The extension does not send email to Amazon customers.

6.1 - Order importation
There are different ways for importing your amazon’s orders:
• By the cron if “import orders” scheduled task is enabled in your country configuration
• Manually in Sales > MarketPlace > Amazon > Tools tab, by clicking on Run for “Import orders ” line.
• By uploading an orders report downloaded from your Amazon seller account in Sales > MarketPlace >
Amazon > Manual Import tab.
Orders won’t be imported in Magento if:
• Some ordered products are not in your Magento catalog
• The order status is “Canceled” or “Shipped”
• The payment is not validated yet on Amazon

How to manage shipping costs ?
Shipping costs settings have to be configured directly on your Amazon seller account.

Automatic import
Find more information about the order importation scheduled task in 4. Scheduled tasks

Manual import

Warning
This action will only work if the orders import scheduled task has been enabled before.
Go in seller-central in Orders > Order Report

Here you can see requested report list, select the last one which report status is “Ready” and click on the download
button.

Import this file with the “Import Amazon sales order” form, once treatment done, a message will be displayed with the
number of imported orders and the number of skipped orders (already imported)
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7. Products management
Once orders imported you can see them is Sales > Order and in Sales > MarketPlace > Sales History.
Orders list :

Statistics :

This page list complete orders by marketplace and display total revenue, total tax, total shipping and number of
orders.
If generate invoice is active, then an invoice is automatically created and order is in “processing” state if not order is
imported with configured status.

6.2 - Tracking update
The extension send shipment confirmation to Amazon automatically if scheduled tracking export task is enable in
account settings.
There are two ways for updating orders :
When the order is in “complete” state in Magento (invoiced and shipped) and with tracking information, in this case
the tracking number is sent to Amazon.
You can also set a delay beyond which a default tracking is sent to Amazon. It can be configured in account settings
by selecting the country concerned :

In this case if the order hasn’t tracking information after 6 hours, then it will be set as shipped with “Shipping in
progress” as tracking value.
Tracking update is scheduled every 20 minutes.
It is also possible to launch tracking update by using “Cron sent tracking” link in “Sales > MarketPlace > Amazon”,
“Tools” tab.

7. Products management
Warning
To prevent the extension to crash and to prevent “Timeout” errors, please try to keep between 0 and 200
products maximum in the “Product pending response” tab at the same time.

1. Matching EAN
The matching EAN process is more simple and require minimal configuration :
• No category association
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• No required fields
However product must already exists on Amazon (which is often the case)
The required information are :
• valid product barcode
• price > 0
• stock
• product name
• product weight

Note
The process is limited to 75 products every 2 minutes.
Go in “Sales > MarketPlace > Amazon”, in “Products to Add” tab.
Select products to submit (max 75) and use “Matching EAN” action.
Be careful to select the good seller account before to submit products.
After submission, product will be moved in “Products pending response” tab.
A log message indicates that matching is processing, you can see it in Logs tab, and you can also see exchanged
feeds in “Feeds” tab.
Now extension is waiting for Amazon response. A scheduled task will check Amazon report every hours and
products appear in Amazon inventory tab as ‘incomplete’.
This is normal, as you can see in Feeds tab, 3 feeds have been sent to Amazon:
• Creation
• Stock
• Price
Product status will be updated as soon as price and stock feeds will be integrated.
Products are out of stock because when the extension submit the product for the first time to Amazon, it will be
updated with a stock = 0.
Now you can check product creation by using the “Tools” tab. Click on the link “Run” for Product Creation scheduled
task. Product will be moved in “Products Added Up To Date” tab. Product is in “created” state and ASIN code
should be imported. If not, then wait 15mins and click again on “Run” link. The reason is that Amazon inventory file
was not ready yet.
Next stock and price will be updated in product update process. When you refresh Sales > MarketPlace > Amazon
page, you can see that product has moved in “Products Added Waiting To Update” tab.
Select product, and choose “Update Stock & Price” action.
Product will be now displayed in “Products Added Up To Date” tab
In “last export” column you can see last exported price, stock and delay.
Now product should be “Active” on seller-central.

1.1 Multiple Asins
During the matching process, Amazon can suggest more than one asin to match with a product. In this case, the
product is moved in “Multiple ASINS” tab from Sales - Marketplace - Amazon screen and you will have to select
which asin you would like to match for each product in the tab.
The extension provides Amazon product sheet links for each suggested asins in order to facilitate your choice.
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Once you have choose the asin that you want to match, you just have to select it with the radio button, and then click
on “Match Asins” button.
Then, the product will be synchronized with the extension and moved in the “Products waiting for update” tab.

Note
If the “suggested asins” field is empty, just select those concerned products in “Products with error” tab and
launch again a “Matching Ean” process, suggested asins should then be displayed properly.

2. Product Creation
Warning
This action will only work if the product creation scheduled task has been enabled before.
Amazon for Magento extension allow to create products on Amazon.
You’ll find below methods for both simple and configurable product’s creation.

Note
Be careful that your skus have a max length lower than 40 characters.

2.1. Simple products
In order to add some simple product on Amazon, you must before hand configure categories associations and
required fields as explain in previous chapter.
Once that is done, go in Sales > MarketPlace > Amazon, and select the account on which the product will be
added.
Select “Products To Add” tab, choose products, tick the box, select “Add to marketplace” action and click on
“Submit”.
The product will be moved in “Products pending response” tab, and a new feed is available in “Feeds” tab.
Once feed integration will be done, you will see your product in seller-central with an “incomplete” status. This is
normal, now we must send price and stock information in order to complete the process.
Feed submission response will be checked automatically if “product creation” scheduled task is enabled in account
settings. If not you can run it manually by using “Run” link for “Product Creation” in “Tools” tab.
When “product creation” action is launched, the system will check response and when response is ok, it will update
stock, price and image for new products.
As you can see, product creation feed status has been updated to “_DONE_” and 4 feeds have been added :
• _MEDIA_ : image update
• _UPDATE_PRICE_STOCK_ : one for prices and one for inventories
• _MATCHING_PRODUCTS_ : request products created on Amazon in order to import ASIN codes.
Product creation process is done.

2.2. Configurable products
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In order to add configurable products on Amazon, go in Sales > MarketPlace > Amazon, in “Products To Add” tab
and select the configurable product only (not simple products), select “Add to Marketplace” action and click on
“Submit”.
This action will sent products information and relationship between them. All simples products must have a
barcode, but not the configurable product.
Configurable product and all these variations are now in “Products pending response” tab.
Two new feeds will appear in “Feeds” tab (_PRODUCT_CREATION_ and _RELATIONSHIP_).
At this time we must wait amazon response. If “Product creation” scheduled task is enable in account settings, this
will be checked automatically every hours.
It is also possible to run the process manually by using “Run” link for “Product Creation” in “Tools” tab.
In case of error, you can download feed submission result, by using the link “Download result”, in order to know
why.
Once feed integration will be done, you will see your product in seller-central with an “incomplete” status. This is
normal, now we must send price and stock information in order to complete the process.
Price and stock information will be sent automatically if “product update” scheduled task is enabled in your amazon
module configuration.

2.3. Attributes
When you submit products for creation to Amazon, there are different ways to configure required and optional
attributes.
1. Required attributes
Please find more information about required fields in Configuration > Required fields
2. Variation attributes
Please find more information about those attributes in Configuration > Configurable attributes
3. Optional attributes
Amazon can support a lot of additional attributes.
To know the full list, you can
lib/MDN/Marketplace/Amazon/XSD/

check

files

in

the

extension

source

files

located

in:

To configure those optional fields, go in Sales - MarketPlace - Configuration - Manage Attributes - Optional
fields

Put the Amazon attribute code in the left column, then select your attribute in the “Magento attribute” column to
match them and save the page to validate the association.
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3. Update stock and price
There are three ways to update stock and price:
• Automatically with scheduled task
• Manually from the “Tools” tab
• Manually with massaction

3.1. Scheduled tasks
This task can be enabled for each marketplace in the configuration.
More information here: 4. Scheduled Tasks

3.2. Tools tab
It is also possible to run the scheduled task manually in “Tools” tab from “Sale > MarketPlace > Amazon” by
clicking on “Run” link from “Product Update” row.

3.3. Massaction
Select the products to update and use “Update stock and Price” action.

4. Revise product
Warning
This action will only work if the product creation scheduled task has been enabled before.
The “Revise product” action allows to update all products data on Amazon, except price and stock.

Warning
Be careful it will replace all existing data on Amazon by the new one submitted by the extension.
This action is available from the two first tab in “Sales > Marketplace > Amazon” grid :
• “Product Added Up To Date”
• “Product Added Waiting For Update”
Select in grid the products that you would like to update and select the “Revise product” action in the massactions
list.
Once submitted, a new feed ‘_REVISE_PRODUCTS_’ is created in “Feeds” tab.

Note
You can see all information sent by downloading the content file of this feed.

5. Update image
You can update product image by selecting product(s) in “Products Added Up To Date” or “Products Added
Waiting for Update” tab in Sales > MarketPlace > Amazon and using “Update image” action in grid’s mass actions
list.
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6 - Delete product
The extension allow to delete product on Amazon.
In order to delete a product, go in “Sales > MarketPlace > Amazon”, select product and choose “Delete product” in
massaction drop down list.
Product still appear in up to date or waiting for update tab. It will be removed as soon as Amazon report will be
available. Product will be deleted on Amazon about 15 minutes after feed submission.
Once Amazon report is available, product is moved in “Products to Add” tab with status “Not Created”. So it won’t
be exported anymore.

7 - Magento product sheet
Warning
the “Marketplace” tab is no longer available in product sheet in the latest versions.
All actions related to product are available in Magento product sheet. After install our extension, a new tab appear
called ‘Marketplace’

The drop down menu in “Action column” allows to :
• Match product on marketplace
• Add product on marketplace
• Revise product
• Update stock and price
• update image
• delete product
• update product status in Magento (created, pending, not created)
When you select an action, a popup will appear and ask you if you really want to perform the selected action. Click
on ‘Yes’ for run the process or on ‘No’ in order to cancel.
Information displayed are a summary of product state, each line corresponds to a country where the product has
been submitted.
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8. FBA - Fulfillment By Amazon
Introduction
Warning
Amazon FBA is an additional plugin for Amazon extension (only working with versions > 2.2.4.1).
Amazon FBA allows sellers to ask Amazon to ship their orders using Amazon Fulfillment Network.
The main functionnalities are :
• Amazon inventory import into Magento, using an attribute or a warehouse (if Embedded ERP is
installed) to put products stock in.
• Amazon FBA orders import into Magento
• Magento orders export to Amazon Fulfillment Network

Configuration
Amazon FBA settings can be found in Sales > Marketplace > Configuration :

Then click on Manage your different marketplace accounts :
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Finaly, select the Amazon sales channel to configure in the left menu, for example Amazon.fr :

You will find there 3 sections linked to the 3 main functions of the extension :
• FBA - Order importation
• FBA - Order exportation (Outbound fulfilment)
• FBA - Stock synchronization

Order importation

Field
Enable FBA orders import
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Value
Enable the cron job importing Amazon FBA orders into Magento

8. FBA - Fulfillment By Amazon

Store ID to use for FBA orders
importation

Affect all FBA imported orders to this store view

Enable stock decrease

Decrease products stock level when FBA orders are imported in
Magento

Note
There is a “run” link in the first option description. Click on it to display all available FBA orders to import into
Magento.
You can have a look on it before enabling the orders import feature to identify orders duplicated if there are
some.

Order exportation (Outbound fulfilment)

Field
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Value

Enable FBA orders export

Enable the cron job exporting fulfillment orders from Magento to Amazon

Old order filter

Set the limit date from which fulfillment orders will be exported

Shipping speed category

Select the default shipping method affected to new fulfillment orders

Fulfillment policy

Select the fulfillment policy. More information below

8. FBA - Fulfillment By Amazon

Enable FBA orders update

Enable the cron job updating the status of fulfillment order products.

Note
The Fulfillment Policy can be set on 3 different values :
• FillOrKill : If an item in a fulfillment order is determined to be unfulfillable before any shipment in, the order
moves to the Pending status (the process of picking units from inventory has begun), then the entire order is
considered unfulfillable. However, if an item in a fulfillment order is determined to be unfulfillable after a
shipment in the order moves to the Pending status, Amazon cancels as much of the fulfillment order as
possible.
• FillAll : All fulfillable items in the fulfillment order are shipped. The fulfillment order remains in a processing
• FillAllAvailable
: All
items in
fulfillment
order are
All unfulfillable items in the order
state until all items
arefulfillable
either shipped
bythe
Amazon
or cancelled
byshipped.
the seller.
are cancelled by Amazon.

Stock synchronization

Field

Value

Sync FBA inventory

Enable the cron job importing Amazon FBA inventory into Magento

Select warehouse to use

Select the warehouse to import FBA inventory in. Only available if Embedded
ERP is installed

Prune FBA inventory logs

Enable old logs purge in
Sales > Marketplace > Fulfillment By Amazon > Inventory Logs

Inventory logs max age in
days

Select the number of days during which logs are kept

Execution
Orders importation
If Enable FBA orders import is set to “Yes”, the extension will import Amazon FBA orders every 10 minutes into
Magento.
When an order is imported, the following things will happens :
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• Ordered products stock level are decremented or not depending of setting Enable stock decrease
• An invoice is created
• A shipment is created
• Shipping method used will be : “Fulfillment by Amazon - {Amazon ship service level}”

Orders exportation (Outbound fulfilment)

Note
This part is accessible by going into any order (Sales > Orders > [Select an order]), Fulfillment By
Amazon tab.
If Enable FBA orders export is set to “Yes”, the extension will export FBA orders from Magento to Amazon every 30
minutes.
Each order fulfillment details can be set from the Fulfillment By Amazon tab of each Magento order.

Fulfillment order
This section will be used to set all the order fulfillment details, that will be sent to Amazon.
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Field
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Description

MarketPlace
ID

Choose which Amazon marketplace will fulfill the order

Seller
Fulfillment
Order ID

Internal order ID (not visible by customers). Automatically filled with : {order ID - timestamp)

Fulfillment
Action

Select fullfilment action for this order. Usualy set to “Ship”

Displayable
Order Id

Public order ID (visible by customers)

8. FBA - Fulfillment By Amazon

Order
comment

You can add there some comments for this order

Shipping
Speed
Category

Set the shipping method Amazon should use to ship this order

Shipping
Address

Customer shipping address

Fulfillment
Policy

Set the fulfillment policy. More information : fulfillment available options

Notification
Email List

Select there email addresses to notify when Amazon will process the order shipment. To
deselect an email, hold Ctrl and click on the email address.

Product Selection
This section will be used to select which ordered products will be sent to Amazon in the fulfillment request.

This section will be automatically populated with all the ordered products.
You are able to choose the products to send to Amazon for fulfillment selecting them with the checkbox in the
“Action” column.
Once you selected all the ordered products you need Amazon to manage, click on sumbit.

Note
The grid below this section lists all ordered products already sent to Amazon by fulfillment request(s).

Inventory import
If Sync FBA inventory is set to “Yes”, the extension will import your FBA inventory into Magento every 20 minutes. It
will be saved into a Magento attribute or an Embedded ERP warehouse according to your settings.

Manual mode
It is also possible to run both process manually from sales > marketplace > amazon in Tools tab.

Here you can see if features are enabled or not and launch task manually using ‘Run’ link.
Note : ‘Simulate’ link for FBA orders importation will do the same than explain in configuration part.

Feeds
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In the Feeds tab, you can see entries for Amazon FBA orders import as ‘_IMPORT_ORDERS_’ type and [AFN]
prefix in Feed id column.
For FBA inventory import, they will be displayed as ‘_GET_AFN_INVENTORY_DATA_’ type.
For both feeds, you can download response by using the download link in Response column as others feeds.

9. FAQ
Error messages
Sender : SignatureDoesNotMatch
Sender : SignatureDoesNotMatch, The request signature we calculated does not match the signature you
provided. Check your AWS Secret Access Key and signing method. Consult the service documentation for
details.
This error usually happens when you try to submit a product without a valid EAN/UPC code to Amazon.
Please check that the EAN/UPC column is not empty for this product, and that the EAN/UPC code contains the
required digits count.

Note
For example EAN codes are usually composed by 13 digits, UPC codes, them, only contain 12 digits.

Sender : FeedProcessingResultNotReady
Sender : FeedProcessingResultNotReady, Feed Submission Result is not ready for Feed : XXXXXXXXXX.
This message appears when you try to submit a new request while the previous one is not complete yet.
You just have to wait few minutes before to re-submit a new request to Amazon.

Sender : FeedCanceled
Sender : FeedCanceled, Feed Submission Result not available. Feed Submission has been canceled for
Feed : XXXXXXXXXX.
If you are getting such message in Logs tab, please go in the Feeds tab and search for feed id provided in the error
message.
When you found it, use the “delete” link on the right to delete this feeds.
Check the next cron’s execution in order to ensure that all is working as expected, but the issue should now be
solved !

Request Throttled
**RequestThrottled, Request is throttled**
POST mws.amazonservices.com/
AWSAccessKeyId=XXXXXXXXXXXX
&Action=GetReportRequestList
&ReportTypeList=_GET_FLAT_FILE_OPEN_LISTINGS_DATA_
&SellerId=XXXXXXXXXXXX
&SignatureMethod=HmacSHA256
&SignatureVersion=2
&Timestamp=2014-06-24T21%3A26%3A10.000Z
&version=2009-01-01
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As per Amazon’s API reference the SubmitFeed operation has a maximum request quota of 15 and a restore rate of
a request every 2 minutes.
This means that you’re allowed to make calls to this operation in burst of 15, but after this you’re throttled for 2
minutes, until Amazon allows you to make another request.

getBackend() on a non-object
Fatal
error
:
Call
to
a
member
function
getBackend()
app/code/core/Mage/Eav/Model/Entity/Collection/Abstract.php on line XXX

on

a

non-object

in

To correct this error, please go to Catalog > Attributes > Manage Attributes and check that the
following attributes exist :
• Name
• Manufacturer
• Cost
If
one
of
them
is
missing,
recreate
it
and
Catalog > Attributes > Manage Attributes sets.

then

do

the

attribute

sets

from

Can’t create dir
Can’t
create
dir
MDN_MarketPlace_Model_Feed::_beforeSave

``/MarketplaceFeed/amazon/_MEDIA_/XXXXXX``

This
error
means
that
you
must
grant
MarketplaceFeed/amazon/_MEDIA_/ directory.

“777”

or

“755”

permissions

in
for

the

Missing an attribute part_number
The missing an attribute “part_number” error is related to a wrong category, your product must be associated in
magento on several category BUT our extension get the first associated category and send the save information
from:
Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Manage categories

Caution it seems that cron is not working
Our extension needs an active cron to run properly.
You have to create a cron task on your server to execute the file “cron.php” every 1 or 2 minutes.
You’ll find below a process to create a cron task via SSH.
If you already have an active cron job, and you are getting this error message, it probably means that your cron is
blocked. In this case, please contact your host to find which task is blocking the cron.

Create a cron task via SSH

Note
You can also contact your host to set up the cron job for you.
Before to setting up a new cron job, please ensure that a Magento cron job is not already set up.
crontab -l
This command will display currently installed cron jobs.
If there is no Magento cron job set up yet, use
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whereis php
This command will give you PHP path on the server, most of the time being : /usr/bin/php
Keep the result, you will have to use it at the next step.
Now, you have to set up cron job by editing crontab file using
crontab -e
Go at the end of the crontab file and create a new line following this example:
* * * * * /usr/bin/php /path_to_your_magento/cron.php
In previous example, replace /usr/bin/php with your whereis php command result
Then use CTRL + X, and press y to save the changes and press enter.
crontab: installing new crontab message should be displayed to confirm cron job creation.

XML errors description
• error code : 5000. Description : XML Parsing Error at Line 6, Column 274: cvc-enumeration-valid : Value ‘’ is not
facet-valid with respect to enumeration ‘[Size, Color, SizeColor]’
• Error code : 5000. Description : XML Parsing Error at Line 6, Column 274: cvc-type.3.1.3 : The value ‘’ of
element ‘VariationTheme’ is not valid.
• Error code : 5000. Description : XML Parsing Error at Line 6, Column 312: cvc-complex-type.2.4.b : The content
of element ‘ClothingAccessories’ is not complete.
• OR some other kind of XML error this mean the product is not fully associated or the extension is not configured
To be able to send properly products from Magento to Amazon you must
1. Save all the configuration pages at : Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Account
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/amazon/3_configuration.html#global-configuration
2. Save and check the categories association between Amazon and Magento.
a. Go inside a product page and look at the associated categories
b. Open a new tab and save the amazon categories in Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration >
Categories
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/amazon/3_configuration.html#categories-association
3. Save the required attribute at Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Attributes > Amazon > Required attributes
a. You must select your used Amazon category for example “Shoes” or “Product Clothing”.
Then match your Magento attribute with the required Amazon fields. You can also save a default value to apply.
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/amazon/3_configuration.html#required-fields
4. Save the Variations attribute for Amazon in : Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Attributes > Amazon >
Variation attributes
a. You must math the Amazon variation “Color” , “Size” if you use them with your own Magento attributes.

Warning
Only attribute type “drop down” and scope global are allowed.
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/amazon/3_configuration.html#configurables-attributes
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5. Go back in a product page and double check that your product get a VALID barcode. This mean the barcode is
compatible with marketplace sales / online sales.
a. Be sure to use the same barcode type as the saved fields “barcode type” (EAN / UPC / ASINS) in
sales > marketplace > configuration > account.

Missing Attributes color & size errors
Sometimes, you can get these errors displayed in the Products with error tab, after trying some Matching EAN
on simple products.
These errors mean some variation fields are missing from the feeds sent to Amazon.
To add these missing fields, here is what to do :

> Marketplace > Configuration > Manage attributes association > [Select Marketplace Amazon] > Optionn

• Then, depending of the missing attribute displayed in the error (color or size), add :
• For “Missing Attributes color” :
Field

Value

Amazon field

SimpleVariation.Color

Magento attribute

Choose your Magento attribute containing color information

Default value

Set a default value to send if the Magento attribute is empty for a product

• For “Missing Attributes size” :
Field

Value

Amazon field

SimpleVariation.Size

Magento attribute

Choose your Magento attribute containing size information

Default value
Set a default value to send if the Magento attribute is empty for a product
Then, set a value in the Magento attribute for each product you try to match, and this attribute value will be sent as
the missing variation attribute to Amazon.

Additional explanations
UPC EAN Exemption

Warning
When you subscribe to UPC exemption program, Amazon allows you to sell products without UPC/EAN codes
for a specific brand only. Products that don’t belong to this brand will require an UPC/EAN code.
Here are the steps to follow to send products without EAN/UPC to amazon :
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• Go in Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Manage your accounts , select your country configuration
page and set “Barcode required ” option to NO
• Go in Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Manage your accounts and set the barcode attribute to
“no-selection”
• Next, make sure that the manufacturer attribute for your products spells exactly the same as the brand
registered for the Amazon exemption program.
• An other requirement related to the exemption program is about the manufacturer reference that you must
provide with your products : for this, you must create a new magento attribute titled “mfr_part_number ” and fill
the value for that attribute for every products.
• Go in Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Manage attributes , select Amazon and click on “Optionals
attributes ” tab.
• Click on Add and fill “Attribute Code ” field with ‘MfrPartNumber ‘
• Then, select “mfr_part_number ” from Magento attributes drop-down list.
• Click on Save.
Tips
If you don’t want to create a new attribute, and you prefer to use the sku as mfr_part_number attribute, you can :
• Go in Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Manage attributes , select Amazon and click on “Optionals
attributes ” tab.
• Click on Add and fill “Attribute Code ” field with ‘MfrPartNumber ‘
• Then, select ‘SKU ‘ from Magento attributes drop-down list.
• Click on Save.
Once it’s done, you will be able to send your products to Amazon.

How to manage currency for product
Here the explanation for Currency when exporting a product form Magento to Amazon
1. The exported product currency must be saved for each amazon country at : Sales > Marketplace >
Configuration > Manage account > [amazon . X ]

Note
Where [amazon . X ] represents the different amazon country accounts

2. Our extension didn’t manage the currency conversion it only put “currency” information for the given price.
If the base price is 100 USD then the exported price will be 100 EUR for the [ amazon.fr ] account with currency
“EUR” saved.
To solve the currency conversion you must save a coefficient.
Go in Sales > Marketplace > Configuration > Manage account > [amazon . X ] > Price > Coef
For instance, if magento price are in EURO and you want to send a DOLLARS value, considering that 1 euros = 1.4
dollars, you must set a coef of 1.4

How to use Amazon Bullet Points
To link your Magento attributes to Amazon Bullet Points fields, go in Sales > Marketplace > Configuration,
then Manage Attributes > Optional Fields.
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Warning
You can link up to 5 bullet points maximum.
Use the Add button to add new lines, each line allowing you to link one “Magento bullet point attribute” to one
“Amazon Bullet Point field”.
Use as “Amazon Field” the following values : BulletPoint1, BulletPoint2, […] until BulletPoint5.
Then, you can either link Magento attributes (named for example “bullet_point_X”) to Amazon fields, or just define a
default value for each bullet point.

Note
If a Magento “bullet point attribute” value is empty for a product, the default value defined will be sent.
That’s why it’s important to set a value in the “Default Value” column for each bullet point.

Browse node menus are empty
When you edit a category in Category associations screen you have to select a browse node in the drop-down list
referring a country.
In case you cannot choose any value and this drop-down list is empty please check browses node selected in your
amazon configuration in :
Sales > MarketPlace > Configuration > Amazon(X) > Browse nodes
Your drop-down list is filled depending of selected browse nodes.
Browse nodes available by country :
GERMANY

CANADA

SPAIN

FRANCE

ITALY

UNITED
KINGDOM

UNITED
STATES

Automotive

Automotive

Automotive

Automotive

Automotive

Automotive

Automotive

Baby

Baby

Baby

Baby

Baby

Baby

Baby

HomeImprov
ement

HomeImprov
ement

HomeImprov
ement

HomeImprov
ement

HomeImprov
ement

HomeImprov
ement

HomeImprov
ement

Beauty

Beauty

Beauty

Beauty
Apparel

Beauty

Apparel

Apparel

Apparel

Apparel

Apparel

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

OfficeProduct
s

OfficeProduct
s

OfficeProduct
s

OfficeProduct
s

Electronics

Electronics

Electronics

Electronics

Garden

HomeGarden

Garden

PetSupplies

PetSupplies

Grocery

Grocery

Books
OfficeProduct
s

OfficeProduct
s

Electronics

Electronics

Electronics

drogerie_and
_korperpflege
Garden

Garden

PetSupplies

PetSupplies

PetSupplies

Luggage &
Bags
Grocery
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MusicalInstru
ments

MusicalInstru
ments

MusicalInstru
ments

MusicalInstru
ments

MusicalInstru
ments

MusicalInstru
ments

Jewelry

Jewelry

Jewelry

Jewelry

Jewelry

Jewelry

shoes

shoes

Shoes

Shoes

Shoes
Toys

Toys

Toys

Toys

Toys

Toys

Toys

SportingGoo
ds

SportingGoo
ds

SportingGoo
ds

SportingGoo
ds

SportingGoo
ds

SportingGoo
ds

SportingGoo
ds

Watches

Watches

Watches

Watches

Watches

Watches

Miscellaneou
s
Home &
Kitchen

Miscellaneou
s

Miscellaneou
s

Miscellaneou
s

Home &
Kitchen

Home &
Kitchen

Home &
Kitchen

VideoGames

VideoGames

VideoGames

VideoGames

Luggage

Luggage &
Bags

Luggage &
Bags

Luggage &
Bags

Luggage &
Bags

HealthPerson
alCare

HealthPerson
alCare

HealthPerson
alCare

HealthPerson
alCare

HealthPerson
alCare

HealthPerson
alCare

Appliances

Appliances

Appliances
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